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SITUATION ANALYSIS AND
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
TRANSITION HEADLINE
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ESPN, or the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network, is a cable
television channel that specializes in sports commentary and journalism, says
Encyclopedia Britannica. One of the largest networks in the America, ESPN not
only has a TV following, but a virtual following as well (Encyclopedia Britannica,
2016). Kevin Ota reports that in 2014, “fans spent 9.6 billion minutes using ESPN
digital properties,” which is a 24% increase from 2013 (Ota, 2014). Many people
use ESPN’s Fantasy Football League to create their own virtual team. Fantasy
football, according to the National Football League, is a virtual experience that
allows players to become a “General Manager and Coach” of an NFL team.
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The player picks their own team, gains players through a draft, and creates their “lineup”
for the season. Through the games they’ve set up, they gain or lose points depending on
when they win or lose, respectively (National Football League, 2016). Some sites make
their members pay fees to begin a team. ESPN, however, provides free services in “both
public and private leagues” (2016). Fox Business Journal notes that Fantasy Football is a
$1 billion industry (Kate Rogers, 2013). ESPN provides free services, which brings more
traffic to their site rather than sites that require admission fees. According to the New
York Post, 54% of Fantasy Football players use ESPN for their fantasy teams (Gregory
Bresiger, 2015).
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INFORMATION AND ANALYTICS
In December 2016, ESPN released a press release outline its media analytics for the previous month. Kevin Ota,
who heads public relations for ESPN’s digital media, reports that “driven by ESPN Fantasy Football and coverage
of the NFL, College Football and NBA, as well as FiveThirtyEight’s coverage of the Presidential Election, ESPN
reached 101.8 million unique visitors in the U.S. in November, the second-largest total ever for ESPN and up 13
percent over the same month a year ago.”
Here are some facts and figures from Ota’s ESPN MediaZone press release:
●

“The ESPN App was No. 1 in the sports category for monthly unique users (15.5 million) and No. 2 for total
minutes (1.3 billion). The ESPN Fantasy App was No. 1 in total minutes in sports category (2.4 billion) and
No. 2 for monthly unique users (12.2 million)” (Ota, 2016).

●

“70 percent of ESPN’s unique users – 71.3 million people – exclusively accessed content on smartphones
and tablets. 71 percent of all time spent with ESPN digital content was consumed by mobile device users”
(Ota, 2016).

●

“ESPN reached 7.5 million millennial males (age 18-34) on smartphones daily, ranking 5th among all U.S.
digital properties. On that demographic, ESPN beat leading properties including Spotify (5.1 million),
Pandora (5.4 million), Amazon (4.8 million) and Twitter (4.2 million)” (Ota, 2016).

STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES,
OPPORTUNITIES, AND
THREATS
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SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
● Mobility
● Easy to Use
● Interactive
● A part of loyal Brand

OPPORTUNITIES
● Employment
● Increased Viewership- Increased
Revenue
● Change In Engagement

WEAKNESSES
● Competition
● Tainted Brand Reputation
● Timing

THREATS
● Competition
● Fantasy Football Mobility
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STRENGTHS

●
MOBILITY
Mobility is a major strength for our brand. In the digital age very few people are willing to sit down and
have a computer as the only means of access to a website. The Fantasy Football app allows users to
use their phones to stay connected to the game. Additionally, because the app is available Fantasy
Football can be at the front of users minds.
●
EASY TO USE
The site is simple to navigate eliminating frustration as an obstacle for our product. Also, by having this
available on multiple platforms it makes use easier. Going hand in hand with mobility, ESPN Fantasy
Football is easier to use because our key public can access it both on the go and on their personal
computer.
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STRENGTHS

●
INTERACTIVE
Because our application is interactive our users are able to use word of mouth as a form of advertising.
Users will tell their friends about the app while watching football or while someone is checking statistics
on their team it may come up in conversation. Thus, it builds a form of cyber community which is
something that is very popular due to the growth of social media.
●
PART OF A LOYAL BRAND (ESPN)
Being a part of ESPN is a major bonus for the Fantasy Football application. Because so many people
perceive ESPN as an authority on sports they will be more open to using our fantasy football system
than they would a site like Yahoo. ESPN’s popularity and credibility with sports fans streamlines the
transition from passive sports fan to active fantasy football player, because possible users are already
familiar with the parent brand.
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WEAKNESSES

●
COMPETITION
While ESPN has many loyal followers both in its sports coverage and its Fantasy Football app, there are
other companies who provide users with a similar experience, such as Yahoo, NFL.com, and CBS. All of
these Fantasy Football apps essentially provide the same or similar functions and features, leaving
users with a choice based on personal preference. ESPN has consistently been the number one or
number two choice for fantasy football for users. However, it is crucial that the strategic communication
efforts push ESPN to be top of mind. Personal preference of users for fantasy football apps could be
based on aesthetics of the app itself, brand loyalty, or a bandwagon effect. In addition, users will most
likely prefer an app that allows them to participate without interrupting bugs or glitches, so technical
issues must be accounted for. Ensuring that app layout and speed allows for easy use can be a way to
overcome this potential weakness.
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WEAKNESSES

●

POSSIBILITY OF TAINTED BRAND REPUTATION

While many people are familiar with and loyal to the ESPN brand, the company has dealt with criticism
issues that are not necessarily connected to its fantasy sports endeavors, but nonetheless may have the
ability to affect some user’s decision to choose ESPN over other brands like CBS or Yahoo. Some critics
have addressed issues such as ESPN’s history of bias in sport coverage and carriage disputes with
networks. A tainted brand reputation will most likely not be a large weakness with ESPN’s brand, but it is
important to note and address any potential problems.
●

TIMING

Due to the fact that fantasy sports apps correlate with the seasons of the respective sports, marketing
the ESPN Fantasy Football app will most likely occur at the same time as other brands. The channels
that our team chooses to use to disseminate our messaging will be crucial for many things, one being
the competitive nature of advertising the apps.
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OPPORTUNITIES

●

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
As a result of Fantasy Football’s rapid growth as a business, this industry has led to the creation

of jobs throughout the U.S. According to indeed.com an employment-related search engine for job
listings, there are at least 55 job listings from the Fantasy Football industry in Arizona, California,
Maryland, Georgia and many other locations. These job titles include: Product Managers, Financial
Engineers, Web developers, software engineers, information analysts and much more.
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OPPORTUNITIES

●

INCREASED NFL VIEWERS = MORE REVENUE
Fantasy Football has also contributed immensely to the increase in the amount of viewers of the

NFL. Before Fantasy Football, fans mainly paid attention to their local games and in return, viewed the
larger national games seldomly. Fantasy Football has made it more of a necessity for fans to tune into
NFL games because even a low performing team can be crucial to the success of one’s Fantasy
Football League. In addition Fantasy Football has added more value to more teams in the NFL because
of their role in Fantasy Football. Fantasy Football has created more demand from fans for streaming of
Fantasy Football stats and NFL games in general. As a result, stadiums are now beginning to list
Fantasy Football stats of other games on their scoreboards to keep fans up-to-date.
●

CHANGES THE WAY FANS “GET IN THE GAME”
Fantasy Football does for football what social media does for communication.
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INTERNAL
OPPORTUNITIES

●

INTERNAL OPPORTUNITIES

ESPN Fantasy Football has the financial backing of The Walt Disney Company: a multimedia company
founded by Walt Disney that created brands such as Mickey Mouse. According to Forbes.com, Disney
has a net worth of $169.3 billion and ESPN is worth $40 billion. The financial stability provided within
the ESPN and its parent company gives a financial reassurance to invest in the growing industry,
Fantasy Football. By investing more in the product, it improve graphics as well as advertisement. This
can cause the consumer to recruit more people to the platform and expand the brand of Fantasy
Football to different areas of the world--further expanding the brand of American Football, ESPN, and
ESPN Fantasy Football.
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EXTERNAL
OPPORTUNITIES

●

EXTERNAL OPPORTUNITIES

ESPN Fantasy Football biggest performance and competitive advantage is its overall popularity and the
popularity of football as a sport. People enjoy watching and playing the ESPN Fantasy Football app
because the sport is exciting and they feel as if they have a stake in the outcomes of games. But there
are needs to improve these performances in the market economy. ESPN should continue to expand
their media outlets in order to better control the flow of information. They should take critical steps into
improving their ability to directly communicate with their fans. Improving the usage and viewerships of
these entities can only strengthen Fantasy Football’s ability to communicate positive information (more
advertisements) and to better address the negative. ESPN should also take advantage of embracing the
opinions of others by sharing them on the air. Fantasy Football can provide them the opportunity to
increase their interaction that can create an even larger and more consistent source of revenue.
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THREATS

●

COMPETITOR MOVES

ESPN is not the only website where fantasy football users can host leagues; according to FantasyFootball
Analytics, Yahoo!, NFL, Fox, and CBS are only some of the competitors (Petersen, 2016). So, the key to gaining
users against them is to differentiate our brand from other brands. According to Digital Trends’ Rick Stella,
Yahoo! Seems to be one of the biggest competitors, as it is the oldest and largest fantasy football website
(Stella, 2014). Being first always adds credibility and attracts newcomers, and it is also an irreversible title. On
Isaac Petersen’s “Best Fantasy Football Projections 2016 Update,” Yahoo scores above ESPN on the accuracy
list as #3 and #8, respectively. If ESPN wants to gain Yahoo users, since they are not the oldest fantasy football
site, ESPN must offer more accurate projections.
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THREATS

●

FANTASY FOOTBALL IS SEASONAL

Fantasy Football revolves around the actual Football season. Through the real games, the company
receives the information for their stats and points. When football is in its offseason, there are no
statistics to keep the games going, so fantasy football stops. According to Krossover, the revenue
produced by ads varies from $2-$5 billion annually (2012). While the NFL is not in season,
companies will be less likely to advertise through ESPN Fantasy Football due to the decrease in
traffic on the site.
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INTERNAL
THREATS

●

INTERNAL THREATS

The internal threats against the Fantasy Football industry are the obsessive
fandom it generates from its consumers. Although Fantasy Football is intended to be a
competitive/interactive site among football fans, some fans have gone to the extreme from the
games the competitive edge. In 2013, a “crazed fan” became so frustrated over his fantasy
football league that he shot Calvin Johnson and Matthew Stafford of the Detroit Lions. The fan also
tweeted foul language to the players and threatened to harm their families as well. The threat
of harm can concern players to feel a level of discomfort against the game and ask for their
image to not be shared. This can result in fans being less enthusiastic about the product and
withdraw membership causing a decrease in sales. It may be in ESPN’s best interest to appoint
analysts to monitor “trash talk.”
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EXTERNAL
THREATS

●

EXTERNAL THREATS

ESPN to date has been a great example of how a professional sports
organization is expected to operate and integrate Fantasy Football in the football fanbase. It has
achieved many followings and levels of revenue. But in order for ESPN Fantasy Football to
continue their success in communications, they should address new circumstances. For example,
ESPN should identify their largest threats and become proactive in addressing them. If Fantasy
Factor had ever entered a situation where their site crashed and it excludes people from logging
on to their accounts. Football fans take the sport pretty seriously. These fans play for the sake of
winning while others have big prices on the line like money from bets on many games from the
player's favorite team. This could turn into a bad effect for the system. The media will
overwhelm the public with negative information and Fantasy Football could lose members and
cause members to join another certified football game, thereby damaging Fantasy Football’s
reputation. However, a new type of technology or improvement could take place in the system to
make sure this threat won’t ever happen

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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GOALS

Our goal is to have the ESPN Fantasy Football app be the
“top of mind” pick for fantasy football. Our key demographic
consists of white males ages 18-24. To achieve our goal of
being the top fantasy football app, we need to organize a
strong media presence. We will focus mainly on customizing
and marketing the ESPN Fantasy football app to increase the
usage numbers of our key demographic. To do so, we must
center our attention on the app’s user-friendliness,
accessibility, and popularity.
Ultimately, our team would like to see an increase in
subscriptions to ESPN Fantasy Football when compared to
the previous year.
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OBJECTIVES

To obtain our goal we have five key objectives that will lead us to being “top of mind”
in the Fantasy Football industry. We are focusing on the user friendliness,
competitiveness, popularity, accessibility, and elucidation of the app.
1.
Provide an easy sign-up process that is cost-friendly. (User Friendly)
The ESPN Fantasy Football app is both free and readily available to use on mobile devices.
2. Supply the latest updates on football news. (Competitiveness).
Users of the ESPN Fantasy Football app will get up to date notifications on player stats,
injuries, and game scores right to their devices, both on the ESPN Fantasy Football app, and
on various social media channels.
3. Increase likability by hosting contests for participants. (Popularity)
Free-to-enter contests will be available for interested participants that use ESPN Fantasy
Football. Contests will have incentives such as tickets and memorabilia.
4. Create the app to be attainable with or without Wifi. (Accessibility)
Because our public is constantly on the go, it is important for the ESPN Fantasy app to be
accessible and contain minimal technological difficulties, such as bugs and glitches.
5. Enhance features of app to provide player profiles during a trade.
(Elucidation)
Participants will be able to view NFL player profiles and other information to enhance trade
experience.
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GOAL
Create the app to be “top of
mind” or the leading app of
the Fantasy Football
Industry.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

OBJECTIVES

RESULTS

User-Friendly
Competitiveness
Popularity
Accessibility
Elucidation

Generate an increased
number of subscriptions to
the ESPN Fantasy Football
app.

AUDIENCE
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Our target audience is White males between the
ages of 18-24. The audience we prioritize, which are
the White males, ages 18 to 24 who are tech-savvy,
love gatherings (physically and virtually), and have a
vested interest in football.
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VALUES AND LIFESTYLES
According to the Values and Lifestyles (VALS), a proprietary research methodology used for psychographic
market segmentation, the personality we are most interested in appealing to is the experiencers. Experiencers
are the most appealing because of they are compulsive consumers, they seek variety and excitement, savor the
new, the offbeat, and the risky.
The demographic of white men ages 18-24 mostly fit as Innovators and Experiences (VALS). As Experiencers,
this demographic wants everything they think they need, are the first to start a trend, and the first to leave it.
They often like to go against the grain of the mainstream and find fun in being what they deem different. Not
only are they trendsetters, but young millennial men are very sensation seeking people. They like to stay on the
move with either physical activity or social outings. They are spontaneous, sociable, and hold a lot of value into
their friends. These characteristics are in line with the stage of life of our demographic especially, as these
young white males are approaching or living in young adulthood, in which social circumstances change and
relationships alter.
Our target audience also fits as Innovators or what marketers would call “early adopters”. This demographic,
according to the VALS survey, has the widest variety of interest and activities, are self-directed consumers, and
future oriented. No wonder marketers hold a lot of stock into reaching the millennial male demographic.
Millennial males are known to be indefinable creators in the marketing world, however they are very valuable
target audience because of their “cord cutting” nature.
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PUBLIC DEMOGRAPHICS
Our target audience are white males ages 18-24. The percentage of young adults ages 18–24 that
are White is lower in the U.S. compared with those age 25 and older, 56 and 68 percent, respectively
from 1980 - 2012 according to a 2014 report by the Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family
Statistics, which discusses America’s young adults. In 2012, the overall college enrollment rate for
young white adults ages 18–24 (42 percent) was higher than the rates for their Hispanic (37 percent)
and Black, non-Hispanic (36 percent) peers— a pattern that has held since 1980 (FIFCFS, 2014). The
labor force participation rate among young adults was highest for young white males, at 67.2 percent
in 2013. For young white adults in 2012, median earnings were higher for high school completers
than for those who had not completed high school (FIFCFS, 2014). In addition, earnings were higher
for White, non-Hispanics with a bachelor’s or higher degree than for their peers with an associate’s
degree (FIFCFS, 2014). In 2012, (17 percent) of White Males were without medical insurance (FIFCFS,
2014).
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PSYCHOGRAPHICS
Young males between the age of 18 and 24 are dominating many things in the U.S. economically;
especially young white males. This specific demographic is extremely confident, successful, at ease,
and often digital savvy. According to research done by Nielsen, millennial males make up about 30
percent of the adult male TV market and more than half (56 percent) identify as white. They usually
spend their time streaming videos and movies online in comparison to the Hispanic male who
spends more than 5 hours a week playing video games. Millennial males also listen to a lot of music.
“Eighty-eight percent of all Millennial males in the U.S. listen to radio each week by being tuned in 11
hours and 42 minutes,” according to Nielsen. Marketers are constantly trying to reach the millennial
male demographic and often do so successfully. “Slapstick, edgy, and sarcastic humor resonates
higher with millennial men,” according to Nielsen. For example, many Super Bowl commercials
appeal to the man, especially the young millennial man who often has more disposable income than
the baby boomer.

STRATEGY
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In order to persuade our key public to choose ESPN’s Fantasy Football
App over competitors, and, essentially, in order to become the “top of
mind” pick for all things fantasy football, we will utilize a strong media
presence accompanied by persuasive taglines and statistics in our
messaging. Our media presence will include advertising for our client
through various channels, with a focus on social media, due to our key
public’s high usage of apps such as Twitter.
Through our messaging, competitiveness will be emphasized---both in
ESPN’s implied competitiveness and ultimate superiority over other
apps, and also competitiveness for our users. We will also emphasize
the ease in which users can sign up through their mobile devices.
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MESSAGING

Primary message: As a billion dollar industry, ESPN’s fantasy football makes it easy for all you
football fans to start your own competitive dream team at the touch of your fingertips. All you
have to do is sign up today!
Secondary message: Signing up on the ESPN Fantasy Football app is easy: make an account, join or create a
league, compete with your friends.
Secondary message: Over 6 million people have subscribed to ESPN in 2017! Join them, join the game!

Primary message: ESPN Fantasy Football is the only choice for the best fantasy football experience!
Secondary message: ESPN accounted for more than 1.75 million teams drafted during a 28-hour fantasy football
marathon in August 2016 (Berry, 2016).
Secondary message: Digital Trends rates ESPN the #1 fantasy football experience due to its impressive set of
features (Stella, 2014).

Primary message: Join the growing number of people participating in fantasy football by playing with ESPN!
Secondary message: According to an ESPN survey, fantasy sports users have grown at 25% since 2011, with the
Fantasy Sports Trade Association reporting nearly 58 million players in the U.S and Canada in 2015 (Heitner, 2015).
Secondary message: According to the Fantasy Sports Association the Fantasy sports are expected to have a 41
percent annual growth rate (Heitner, 2015).
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GET YOUR HEAD
IN THE GAME
CONTEST
Another specific strategy we will employ is
a contest incentive with a lucrative reward
for potential participants. The contest,
named “Get Your Head in the Game” is
free to enter. Potential participants will
become eligible by engaging with ESPN on
social media. Specifics of the contest will
be explained in our “Tactics” section.

TACTICS
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EVENTS

PRESEASON EVENTS:
Set up ESPN Fantasy Football tents outside spring football practices
where there are snacks, opportunities for free merchandise and music
that intrigues potential users to approach the tent.
Occurs during open preseason practices and scrimmages during the
summer.

CAMPUS EVENTS:
Set up tents on college quads
playing music and giving
away tshirts and free snacks
to students who sign up for
ESPN Fantasy Football
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GET YOUR
HEAD IN THE
GAME
CONTEST

GAME RULES:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Sign up for ESPN Fantasy
Football between May 1st August 1st for primary entry to
the drawing
Screenshot your fantasy football
league and use the
#GetYourHeadintheGameESPN
on twitter for more entries
Like us on Facebook & tag us for
extra entries!
Check our Facebook page on
September 1st for the winners!

PRIZES:
Grand Prize: 4 tickets to an NFL game
(not including playoff games)of the
winner’s choice*
Prizes: ESPN and NFL merchandise given
to 200 non-grand prize winners

*ESPN & NFL reserves the right to deny
tickets to any game they choose
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SOCIAL
MEDIA
CAMPAIGNS

YOUTUBE CAMPAIGN
❖

Partner with gaming and sports focused content creators to promote the app and
show them how to use it on their channels

❖

Have the ESPN Fantasy Football commercial running before videos begin.
➢

ESPN Fantasy Football Call to Action

❖

Begins after the NFL Draft (April 27th 2017)

❖

The Call to Action video will also be shared on our Twitter and Facebook
channels
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Channel

Twitter

Channel
Focus

●

●

Instagram
Brand-to-Brand
Engagement (ex. ESPN
Fantasy Football
tweeting at the ESPN
account)
Real-Time Customer
Service (ex. If someone
were to have a problem
with the site, they have
direct access to help.
Our fast and helpful
responses will gain a
prospective member’s
trust.

●

●

Appealing
Visuals/Imagery (ex.
Adding pictures and
videos of the website)
Advertising

Facebook
●

Visuals/Imagery and
Text Content
(combination of
content on Twitter and
imagery posted on
Instagram)
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Content

●

●
●

Casual, humorous
tweets that relate to
ESPN Fantasy Football
and contest
Replies to audience and
followers
Quotes and retweets
related to ESPN
Fantasy Football (ex.
Testimonials,
experiences)

●

Pictures and videos
related to ESPN
Fantasy Football (ex.
Screenshot of the ESPN
Fantasy Football app,
screencap of the
website, pictures of
people playing the
mobile app at Football
games, testimonials)

●

Graphics with
accompanying text
discussing contest,
events, and general
ESPN Fantasy Football
advertising

Activity

●

Constant Activity. 10
posts a day + RT’s

●

Moderate Activity. 4-5
pictures and 1 video a
week.

●

Constant Activity. At
least 3 posts a day

Measure
of
Success

●
●
●
●
●

Followers
Retweets
Likes
Tweet Activity
Engagement

●
●
●
●

Followers
Likes
Comments
Engagement

●
●
●
●

Followers
Likes
Comments
Engagement
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Our target audience being white males ages 18-24, it is crucial to study how this audience and
accompanying demographics align with various media channels. A 2015 study by Defy Media revealed
that our target audience prefers social media usage over a more traditional mass media channel, such as
television. According to Defy Media’s press release regarding their methodology and findings, “digital
content has become king and online personalities reign as the most relatable and influential, with 13-24
viewers revealing a considerable 11.3 hours weekly watching “free” online video and declaring the internet
the dominant platform delivering the experience and content more suited to their lifestyle” (“Defy Media”,
2015).

Overall, young millennials consume most of their media from digital devices. According to The Media Briefing, “among
people aged 16 to 24, smartphone ownership is now 77 percent - more than 50 percent higher than the population as a
whole (Ofcom, 2013).” The Media Briefing also discussed a study on online versus television news consumption by age
demographic from the Reuters Institute at the University of Oxford. Reuters reports that at least half of those under 35 years
of age turn to the web for their information, compared to only 28% that use television (See graph on following slide).
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(The Media Briefing)
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The general decline of traditional media use by our demographic indicates a need for our team to focus
on social media channels such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter to reach our target audience. For example,
Simon Kemp reports that 56% of Facebook accounts, globally, are held by men (Kemp, 2017). More specific to
our target audience, as of January 2017, 18-24 year olds make up most of Facebook’s demographic, with males
aged 18-24 leading their female counterparts rather significantly (See graph below).

(Kemp, 2017)
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Additionally, a Pew Research Center reports reveals that the age demographic of 18-29 leads all other age
demographic in using Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook--three of our main channels. This information
serves our team by helping us decide the best channels to utilize. Eliminating the need for possibly using
television advertising also proves as a positive aspect for the campaign budget. According to Lyfe
Marketing, social media is “cheaper than any form of advertising used today” (Lyfe Marketing). Lyfe
Marketing explains the great benefits of utilizing social media when marketing to a target audience:
“You can incorporate traditional elements into your social media campaign. You can advertise
video commercials, publish articles, host live podcasts and webinars, and much more. Social
media is the only “billboard” that can communicate to your customers, answer their questions, and
provide them with feedback” (Lyfe Marketing).

CALENDAR
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This campaign will begin 4 months prior to the start of the 2017 Fantasy Football
calendar season. Beginning in May, we will initiate the first phase of increased user
participation through the promotion of media. Once the new fantasy football season
approaches, we will intensify these promotion tactics so that users remain informed
and updated on what is to come. Therefore, once the season begins in September
social media handles and other media outlets will be utilized throughout the actual
season. Secondly, we will execute the awareness stage for our consumers until the
end of the season in late December. Lastly, since ESPN sets 13 weeks for the regular
season and playoffs occur after the 9th week, this will provide players with an
incentive to want to play the game and spread the word about it during the off
season.

BUDGET
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Budget
The Fantasy Football business consist on several areas to invest (or to put money
into. For example, marketing and promotion, license, development, platform and
design.
➢ TOTAL BUDGET: $124,900
- Marketing/Promotion: $20,000
Graphic design, promoted tweets and posts on Twitter and Facebook respectively,
paying Youtube influencers.
- Development/App Software: $4,900
Fixing technological difficulties, ensuring app
accessibility and aesthetic
- Platform/Design: $50,000
Ensuring app and social media platform
cohesiveness in aesthetic and information
- Contest rewards: $50,000
Money for tickets, memorabilia and other contest
rewards for participants.

EVALUATION
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EVALUATION

Evaluation
Before
Measure current
social media
interactions with
consumers and
Fantasy Football
app usage

After
During
Keep track of
engagement on
social media posts
using the free
analytics provided by
the sites themselves

See how many new
users ESPN Fantasy
Football gained. Ask
how they
discovered found
ESPN Fantasy
Football during sign
up
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MEET THE TEAM

MORGAN RICHARD:
Morgan Richard is currently a Sophomore from Houston,Texas studying Media
Management and minoring in Business Administration at Howard University.
She aspires to become a Marketing or Advertising Executive upon graduation
eventually branching off to owning her own Digital Marketing Firm.

THEMA THOMAS:
Thema Thomas is a Sophomore Public Relations Major, French Minor from St.
Louis studying at Howard University. Upon graduation, she hopes to be an Arts
Administration Director on Broadway, eventually moving on to the Media
Relations team at Disney.
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SASHA JACKSON:
Sasha Jackson is a Sophomore Public Relations Major, African American
Studies Minor at Howard University from San Francisco, California. Her goal is
to get a position on PR team at Complex Magazine headquarters after
graduation and hopes to own her own PR Firm later in the future.

MEET THE TEAM

SYDNEY POLLOCK
Sydney Pollock is a sophomore Public Relations major from Jacksonville, Florida
studying at Howard University. Upon graduation she plans to pursue a career in
entertainment PR with an emphasis on television. Her ultimate career goal is to
Vice President of Media Relations of Disney Channel.
KAYLA JOHNSON
Kayla Johnson is a sophomore Public Relations major from Charlotte, North
Carolina studying at Howard University. Once graduating she plans to pursue a
career in entertainment PR as a specialist for a specific company such as BET or
Viacom. Ultimately, she hopes to be able to interview celebrities at red carpets
and award shows.
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EMMA EATMAN
Emma Eatman is a sophomore Public Relations major, Political Science minor
from San Antonio, Texas studying at Howard University. After graduating from
Howard, she plans to stay in Washington, D.C. to pursue a career in political
communications.

MEET THE TEAM
JAEL WILLIAMS
Jael Williams is a sophomore from Teaneck, New Jersey studying Public
Relations and minoring in Business Administration at Howard University.
Upon graduation she aspires to work with some of the top PR firms in the
country and eventually establish her own.

JARED WALLER
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Jared Waller is a sophomore Public Relations major english minor at Howard
University. This summer, Jared will be interning for Havas PR in their health
division. He plans on bringing effective change in the media perception of
African Americans and creating a space for black males in public relations.
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